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Phil & Rebecca Jackson 
Mission & Role Description
_________________________________________________

Overview
The LORD is moving among the Muslim background people groups gathering in the southern region
of Europe.  Over the last few years, we have been engaging displaced people from war torn, as well
as economically and religiously oppressed nations.  Eventually, we moved to Athens, Greece, in
February 2020.  We have witnessed many people from Syria, Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq and dozens of
other Middle Eastern and African nations coming to Christ in faith.  We concentrate our efforts with
seekers and new believers who are emerging in their faith in Jesus, as well as with developing
workers that are serving in the regional mission.
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Our primary role is prayer and mobilizing prayer among workers and seekers so that our efforts are
accountable to the Spirit’s work.  The centrality of prayer defines our mission community and orients
our stated vision and mission.

Ministry Focal Points
● Direct ministry and the evangelization of displaced people in Greece. We have good

connections with local ministries with whom we may partner to access displaced people.  We
also have friendship and connections with migrants that lead us to others who have interest
in Jesus. This relational approach to engaging people leverages pre-existing relationships in
the community of developing faith.

● Development of current mission workers in the Med Rim and Europe. We have been
part of the training of many workers in Europe over the years and we are involved in onsite
mentoring with those already in the region.  Additional services may include assisting
stewarding churches in the assessment and evaluation of their mission efforts in the region.

● Mobilize new believers for mission from the people groups gathering in Greece. There
are emerging disciples of Jesus that have the capacity and calling to take the gospel to the
European nations where they are being relocated as well as their nations of origin.  We are
identifying individuals and families in Greece to mentor while they journey toward their
relocation or deportation.  This mission aspect necessitates our periodic travel to Central
and Western Europe.

Additional Developing Roles
● Mobilize US workers for the Med Rim. In partnership with mission oriented organizations

and churches, we see the value in having more mission workers relocating to the region.  We
continue to work with US churches and organizations to share the vision for the region.

● Mobilize European and other international workers for the region. Many international
Christians would participate and lead in mission if there were available access points for
them.  Since we are part of a broad network of Christians in Europe and other nations, we
desire to recruit more non-US workers to serve in the Mediterranean region and beyond.
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Story of Healing

We met Hassam through other Iraqi friends with whom we have prayed as well as studied Scripture.
Hassam came to Athens from one of the island refugee camps intending to smuggle on to Western
Europe. He also left the island because there were people who wanted to hurt him. Hassam has a
history that he has yet to fully disclose, but what little he has shared includes his girlfriend and
unborn child being killed. He also spent some time assisting the US military which painted him in a
bad light among some local Iraqis. These are people that he still fears.  Most everyone we get to
know carries a lot of baggage from their past.

At first Hassam was intrigued by our friendship with our mutual Iraqi friends. He later said that we
didn’t treat them as charity cases, but as friends and with a common interest in God. He and Phil
met regularly to discuss more about who Jesus is and life in his kingdom. He had a lot of questions
that the gospel of Luke really helped address.  Hassam consumed the story of Jesus.  However as
time went by, Hassam became more and more convinced that he would never find a way out of
Greece. He was outside the legal asylum process and he was afraid that those he feared would find
him soon. He began to resign himself to being deported back to Iraq. Phil challenged him to make a
decision to trust Jesus.  “Jesus is not asking permission to be your king, but he does invite you to submit
to him and allow yourself to rest in the fact that he is and that he is good.” Our meeting was not an
accident and his growing hunger for Jesus was not a random curiosity - it was clear to us that Jesus
wanted more with Hassam.

We will never forget the day that Hassam openly revealed that he now follows Jesus. That if he must
go back to Iraq, he will.  And he will take Jesus with him.  And if he can move on into Europe, he will.
And he will take Jesus with him.  “Everyone must know this reality of Jesus,” Hassam said. “Why do more
Christians not share this message about the gospel?” He was truly confused why everyone did not
already know about Jesus since it is such powerful and good news. “I will tell people wherever I may
go. Even if it means that those that want to hurt me find me.” When we first got to know Hassam he
was so afraid, constantly worried about who was watching him. Now he discusses Jesus with those
with whom he is traveling. He is in Western Europe and we share Scripture and Prayer everyday
online. He has people back in the Greek refugee camp with whom he wants to help us share the
gospel. And we will follow-up there with his help.  It has been amazing to witness what the power of
Jesus can do with overwhelming fear.  For Hassam and for us.


